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1 Introduction

W

ith the explosive growth of wireless data traf⁃
fic and differentiated performance require⁃
ments of mobile services and the Internet of
Things (IoT), traditional networks are facing
serious challenges in satisfying capacity demands, energy effi⁃
ciency, and flexibility requirements [1]. Meanwhile, especially
from 3G to 4G, many wireless networks have been deployed to
satisfy data traffic demands and guarantee seamless coverage
[2]. However, those heterogeneous wireless networks usually
overlap the same areas, thus compromising the full use of infra⁃
structure resources and radio resources [3]. In addition, based
on the dedicated hardware and vertical network architecture,
the wireless networks are designed for peak capacity demands
and operated separately, with wireless resources and network
resources being unable to be dynamically allocated. Those
problems and challenges cause the capital expenses (CAPEX)
and operation expenses (OPEX) not cost ⁃ efficient. From the
perspective of network resources, 5G wireless communication
networks are expected to intelligently integrate all kinds of re⁃
sources from multiple resource owners to provide augmented
and data⁃intensive services in a multi⁃vendor multi⁃proprietor
scenario with maximizing resource utilization [4]. Traditional
networks based on dedicated hardware and other resources
with static or periodic allocation are unable to satisfy the re⁃
quirements and facing great challenges. However, with virtual⁃
ization, which can pool the resources as“virtual machines
(VMs)”to realize dynamic sharing and reprogramming, the net⁃
work functions and resources can be managed flexibly with
higher utilization. Under different network environment, virtu⁃
alization technology has different flexibility and complexity as
well as challenges.
With the goal of creating a more flexible, cost⁃effective, and
open wireless communication network, some ideas and con⁃
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crete initiatives of the virtualization⁃driven 5G have been dis⁃
cussed on the 34th meeting of Wireless World Research Fo⁃
rum (WWRF34) [5]. Virtualization has been seen as one of the
main evolution trends in the forthcoming 5G cellular networks
[6]. Software defined networking (SDN), network function virtu⁃
alization (NFV) and cloud computing are considered as the
promising technologies to realize virtual networks, especially
in core networks (CNs) and network controls. They are widely
treated as the important virtualization technology in ICT area.
Concretely, the fundamental principle in SDN is flexibly de⁃
coupling the control plane (i.e., configuration and manage⁃
ment) and data plane (i.e., forwarding), therefore, SDN has
been regarded as a crucial driver to virtualize wireless access
and core networks [7]. NFV is mainly focused on functionality
modular design and general ⁃ purpose platform replacing dedi⁃
cated hardware. Through migrating network functions from the
dedicated hardware to general⁃purpose networking and comput⁃
ing platforms, the cost of deploying and operating infrastruc⁃
tures can be reduced [8]. Through cloud computing, distribut⁃
ed computation infrastructures and services can also be quick⁃
ly deployed, dynamically managed, and globally optimized [9].
With tremendous growth in wireless traffic and services, vir⁃
tualization has been introduced into wireless networks, such as
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mobile cellular network virtualization [10] and software ⁃ de⁃
fined wireless mesh networks [11]. At the same time, as virtual⁃
ization technology has been widely applied in CNs, in order to
achieve its full potential and relief the pressure of RANs, it is
necessary to extend virtualization technology to the radio ac⁃
cess segment [8]. However, the inherent nature of wireless com⁃
munications, such as broadcasting characteristic, stochastic
fluctuation of wireless channel quality, severe interference and
computational complexity, lets the traditional network architec⁃
ture and resource allocation for high system capacity and data
rates unable to satisfy diverse services with differentiated per⁃
formance requirements. Fortunately, considering virtualization
into RAN environments, resource virtualization with central⁃
ized and hierarchical control and management can provide
more elaborate resource granularity and a greater degree of re⁃
source sharing. In addition, the signaling overhead and com⁃
plexity can be decreased because of centralized processing
gain and signaling⁃data split.
However, from the perspective of current related studies,
network virtualization and wireless network virtualization are
mainly focusing on mobile network virtualization based SDN
and NFV. In [12], from the data plane and control plane per⁃
spective, a virtual server platform—NetVM was proposed for
network functions, based on which the SDN NFV (SDNFV) for
controlling the smarter data plane was introduced. The joint de⁃
sign of software⁃defined wireless networking (SDWN) and wire⁃
less network virtualization (WNV) was presented for address⁃
ing the crucial challenges in future networks and the NFV re⁃
source allocation (NFV ⁃ RA) problems were discussed in [13],
while the network virtualization and resource description in
SDWN were discussed in [14]. In addition, according to the re⁃
quirements of 5G, a concrete approach for wireless network vir⁃
tualization, including the framework model, control schemes
were mentioned in [15]. The SDWN was discussed in [16], in⁃
cluding use cases, generic architecture detailing in terms of
modules, interfaces, and high ⁃ level signaling. In [17], given
that SDNs mainly adopt forwarding rules as the basic control
unit to manage network traffics, the rules increase dramatically
after network virtualization. If the rule space is not large
enough for processing new packets, network devices have to
communicate to the SDN controller, which leads to latency for
users and heavy load to controller. Therefore, the amount of so⁃
cial IoT groups vRANs under limited rule space and latency re⁃
quirement has been optimized.
As to RAN virtualization, the current existing studies are
mainly on software ⁃ defined and virtualized wireless access,
concretely including the flow oriented perspective, protocol ori⁃
ented perspective, and spectrum oriented perspective [18]. Fur⁃
thermore, from the flow oriented perspective, the authors of
[19] and [20] researched the network virtualization substrate
(NVS) implemented in base stations, which mainly focused on
the management, scheduling, and service differentiation of dif⁃
ferent data flows among different slices. In [21], multiple CN
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operators have accessed to a common RAN, which needs RAN
virtualization to map virtual network elements onto wireless re⁃
sources of the existing physical network. In [7], multiple isolat⁃
ed virtual networks are built on one or more physical network
substrates and they are able to use customized network proto⁃
cols, signal processing and network management functional⁃
ities to satisfy the intended services. Both [7] and [17] can be
regarded as multiple wireless protocol instances that are isolat⁃
ed, customized and managed on the same wireless hardware
from the protocol oriented perspective. As to the spectrum ori⁃
ented perspective, the resources to be sliced are radio frequen⁃
cy (RF) bands and white spectrum [18] for extended sharing
and high radio resource utilization, which can be treated as the
spectrum virtualization.
To improve the spectral efficiency and energy efficiency,
many kinds of cloud computing based RANs (CC⁃RANs) have
been proposed, such as the cloud RAN (C ⁃ RAN), heteroge⁃
neous C⁃RAN (H⁃CRAN), and even fog RAN (F⁃RAN). Unfor⁃
tunately, the virtualization technology in CC ⁃ RANs has not
been widely and systematically researched, which can be a
promising direction for future advanced RAN design. CC⁃RAN
virtualization can fit well the type and amount, as well as the
granularity of resources for the service performance require⁃
ments by dynamical and flexible abstraction and slicing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. we pro⁃
vide a brief survey on the background of network virtualization
in Section 2, including the related definitions, projects and
business models, motivations, and contributions. In Section 3,
we introduce the components of network virtualization with re⁃
lated realizing technologies. Three main CC ⁃ RAN architec⁃
tures with virtualization are comprehensively analyzed in Sec⁃
tion 4. Following, we discuss the key enabling technologies for
CC⁃RAN virtualization to satisfy the requirements of isolation,
customization and high⁃efficiency utilization of radio resources
in Section 5. In Section 6, challenges and open issues has been
discussed. In Section 7, we concluded the paper.

2 Background of Network Virtualization

In this section, we present a brief review of history and de⁃
velopment of network virtualization. The related definitions are
also given and compared, especially on CC ⁃ RAN virtualiza⁃
tion. Then we investigate the main projects on network virtual⁃
ization and realted business models, especially for the virtual⁃
ization in CC ⁃ RANs. Finally, we give a brief summary of the
existing related articles and summarize our contributions.
2.1 History Development of Network Virtualization
Virtualization has accelerated the development of informa⁃
tion technology. In an information and communications tech⁃
nology (ICT) system, virtualization can realize the physical
hardware, such as servers, network and storage devices in a
software form, which simplifies IT management and enables ag⁃
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ile IT services delivery with low costs. With a lot of benefits,
virtualization has gradually become a popular concept in ICT
area, such as virtual machines, virtual memory, virtual data
centers and even virtual network functions. In wired networks,
virtualization has been applied for decades. The authors of [22]
described virtual local area networks (VLANs), virtual private
networks (VPNs), active and programmable networks, and over⁃
lay networks. The common feature of them is that the wired net⁃
work virtualization is limited to one or two layers, thus the ben⁃
efits of virtualization have not been fully exploited. In order to
take full advantages of virtualization, the networks need to be
fully virtualized, and services be completely separated from
their underlying infrastructure.
Since the introduction of SDN and NFV, the network virtual⁃
ization has been widely researched. In [23], a network function
virtualization proof of concept (PoC) was reported, which dem⁃
onstrated that the dynamic SDN control coordinating with a
cloud management approach could bring added value to tele⁃
communication operators and service providers. The PoC also
demonstrated how telecommunication services based on NFV
can be made self⁃adaptive to the network conditional and user’
s
changing requirements. Based on modular design, NFV comb⁃
ing with SDN control can satisfy well the differentiated scenari⁃
os and performance demands by CN slicing and further end⁃to⁃
end network slicing. Accordingly, users can get better QoS be⁃
cause of customization. Network virtualization has been consid⁃
ered as one of the most significant technologies for the future
Internet. With increasing mobile Internet and IoT wireless data
traffic and services, wireless network virtualization has been
widely discussed.
2.2 Definitions of Network Virtualization
In order to avoid confusion, in this part, the related defini⁃
tions on network virtualization in the recent literature have
been summarized, including virtualization, NFV, network virtu⁃
alization, WNV, and RAN virtualization.
2.2.1 Virtualization
Virtualization is the process of creating a software⁃based (or
virtual) representation of something rather than a physical one,
and the heart of virtualization is the“VM”
, a tightly isolated
software container with an operating system and application in⁃
side [24]. More importantly, a thin layer of software in plat⁃
forms called hypervisor decouples VM from the host, and the
hypervisor can dynamically allocates computing resources to
each VM as needed. Virtualization can be applied to applica⁃
tions, servers, storage, and networks, which is the most effec⁃
tive way to reduce IT expenses while boosting efficiency and
agility for all size businesses.
2.2.2 Network Function Virtualization
NFV was proposed by the European Telecommunications
Standards Institute (ETSI) in October 2012, for minimizing or

even eliminating the dependence on proprietary hardware [25].
Taking advantages of the evolution of IT virtualization, NFV is
transferring network functions from dedicated hardware appli⁃
ances to software⁃based applications running on commercial off
⁃the⁃shelf (COTS) equipment [26], such as high⁃volume serv⁃
ers, switches, and storage. Through NFV, network functions
can be instantiated in various locations such as data centers,
network nodes, and even end ⁃ user equipment as the network
requires. The NFV framework, state⁃of⁃the⁃art, and implemen⁃
tation as well as challenges for next generation mobile network
can be found in [25].
2.2.3 Network Virtualization
Network virtualization can be regarded as a process of shar⁃
ing the entire network system with an optimized approach [15].
In [27], network virtualization has been defined from the per⁃
spective of network resources. Network virtualization is any
form of partitioning or combining a set of network resources,
and abstracting it to users such that each user, through its set
of the partitioned or combined resources, has a unique, sepa⁃
rate view of the network. The resources can be fundamental
(nodes, links) or derived (topologies), which can be virtualized
recursively. The node and link virtualization involves resource
partition, combination, and abstraction. NFV is a strong tech⁃
nology candidate toward network virtualization. Through NFV,
network functionalities can be encapsulated into software pack⁃
ages that can be distributed through the network and per⁃
formed in a homogeneous environment [28], which will simply
the implementation of network virtualization.
2.2.4 Wireless Network Virtualization
WNV has a very broad scope ranging from infrastructure vir⁃
tualization, spectrum sharing, to air interface virtualization
[22], which can be easily understood as the network virtualiza⁃
tion emphasizing on mobile networks, including mobile CNs
and RANs. Wireless network virtualization as the technologies
in which physical wireless network infrastructure resources
and physical radio resources can be abstracted and sliced into
virtual wireless network resources holding certain correspond⁃
ing functionalities, and shared by multiple parties through iso⁃
lating each other [10], [22], [29]. In [30], based on wireless net⁃
work virtualization technology, several concurrent virtual net⁃
works could run on the shared wireless physical substrate and
the physical nodes as well as physical links are virtualized into
several virtual nodes and virtual links belonging to different
virtual networks. Recently, the research of network virtualiza⁃
tion mainly concentrates on WNV.
2.2.5 RAN Virtualization
To enable end⁃to⁃end network virtualization, both the wire⁃
less CNs and RANs have to be virtualized [19]. The network
virtualization has been focused on the design of network sub⁃
strate to support multiple virtual networks. However, with the
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relatively mature application of the virtualization technology
such as NFV and SDN in mobile CNs, recent research atten⁃
tion has shifted to meeting the baseband ⁃ processing require⁃
ments of RANs on high⁃volume IT hardware as well as central⁃
ized resource virtualization and dynamical allocation to avoid
over⁃provisioning [31].
Through radio spectrum virtualization, infrastructure shar⁃
ing, virtualization of multiple radio access technologies
(RATs), and virtualization of computing resources, virtualiza⁃
tion can be applied in the context of RANs [31]. In [32], RAN
virtualization is explained as leveraging SDN/NFV to virtualize
a portion of the RAN functionalities onto standard IT or COTS
hardware in a central location or in the cloud, which has the
potential to offer advantages such as smaller footprint and ener⁃
gy consumption through dynamic load balancing and traffic
steering. However, the radio resource virtualization and shar⁃
ing were not taken into full consideration in [32].
The similar definitions of RAN virtualization, such as wire⁃
less access virtualization in [7], software ⁃ defined and virtual⁃
ized wireless access in [18], RAN sharing in [19], and software⁃
defined radio (SDR) and software⁃defined fronthaul (SDF) net⁃
works in [33] also have been discussed in the recent literature.
From the related definitions above, RAN virtualization is in⁃
cluded in the wireless network virtualization, and wireless net⁃
work virtualization is included in network virtualization. All
three of them generally take virtualization technology, such as
NFV, as the enablers. However, RAN virtualization has to deal
with problems specific to the characteristics of wireless access
links that usually have more dynamic sets of users, user mobili⁃
ty, and varying channel conditions, which makes it harder to
virtualize the wireless resources across multiple entities [19].
Therefore, there exist several challenges in RAN virtualization:
•A virtualized RAN (or a RAN slice) should be able to use a
permitted amount of resources by dynamical allocating,
which easily varies with network load and is influenced by
interference, user mobility and operator policies.
• It is harder to achieve the two conflicting goals of isolation
and efficient resource utilization across slices, since the
RAN has to consider the resource sharing for uplink traffic
and the up⁃down direction of resource allocation [20].
• Wireless networks often incur considerable overheads due
to signaling and retransmissions; however, the resources are
rather limited.
In addition, unlike virtualization of CNs, where the virtual⁃
ized functionalities are executed by VM under the control of a
hypervisor on centralized general purpose processors (GPPs),
RAN virtualization can only run before the RAN actually
needs to interface with the physical network by transmitting an
RF signal [32], which needs the system to respond in real time
to the RF signal. In order to achieve the full potential of RAN
virtualization, the definition of RAN virtualization needs to be
extended wider than that of virtualization in the IT area, such
as resource abstraction and sharing. In this paper, the virtual⁃
50 ZTE COMMUNICATIONS
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ization technology in CC⁃RANs is comprehensively surveyed.
2.3 Projects and Business Models
Network virtualization has been one of the hottest topics in
telecommunications. However, when it comes to RANs, it may
seem technically complex, risky and hard to deploy. The au⁃
thors of [22] have given a summary on network virtualization
projects; however, those projects mainly focus on wireless net⁃
work virtualization. In order to investigate the newest research
and achievements, it’s necessary to review the latest projects
on RAN virtualization as well as business models.
2.3.1 Projects
Recently, the projects on virtualization of RANs have been
launched, including the Flexible Architecture for Virtualizable
Future Wireless Internet Access (FLAVIA) [19], [34], Small
Cell Forum [35], SDN at the Edges [23], 5G Exchange (5GEx)
project [36], and Small cEllS coordinAtion for Multi ⁃ tenancy
and Edge services (SEAME) project [37], etc.
FLAVIA is a European Union 7th Framework Programme
(FP7) project that fosters a paradigm shift towards the future
wireless Internet: from pre⁃designed link services to program⁃
mable link processors. The significant concept of FLAVIA is
to expose flexible programmable interfaces to enable service
customization and performance optimization via software ⁃
based exploitation of low ⁃ level operations and control, trans⁃
mission timing, frame customization and processing, spectrum
and channel management, power control, etc.
SDN at the Edges is the framework of activity“SDN at the
Edges”founded in 2015 by the EIT⁃Digital initiative under the
“Future Networking Solutions”action line, which aims at in⁃
vestigating how to create the technical conditions for accelerat⁃
ing the practical development of SDN and NFV solutions.
Small Cell Forum provided a comprehensive analysis on
small cell virtualization through its operator group in June
2014. The report [35] describes the findings of that activity, in
particular, the benefits of centralization and virtualization of
small cell RAN, including improved coordination, enhanced
scalability, reduced cost, accelerated upgrade lifecycle, and
flexibility. In addition, the different functional splits and relat⁃
ed performance benefits and constraints are also discussed.
5GEx Project, through designing an agile exchange mecha⁃
nism for contracting, invoking, and settling the wholesale con⁃
sumption of resources and virtual network services, aims to en⁃
able cross ⁃ domain orchestration of services over multiple ad⁃
ministrations or over one multi⁃domain administration and that
the services can be provisioned in less than 90 minutes.
SEAME, by bringing virtualization, control and intelligence
to the network edge, proposes the Cloud ⁃ Enabled Small Cell
(CESC) concept, a new multi ⁃ operator enabled small cell that
integrates a virtualized execution platform for deploying virtual
network functions (NVFs), supporting powerful self ⁃ manage⁃
ment and executing novel applications and services inside the
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access network infrastructure.
2.3.2 Business Models
With abundant services and applications unprecedentedly
appearing, mobile network operators (MNOs) are under great
stress because of being pipelined with little profits. Since
MNOs are looking for new approaches to be cost⁃efficient and
to relieve fast increasing financial investment burden, new
business models based on an extension to existing standard⁃
ized network sharing functionality have been provided in [19],
including on ⁃ demand capacity, wholesale ⁃ only network, and
over⁃the⁃top service providers.
Comparing with the business models developing for network
sharing above, in the network virtualization environment, ac⁃
cording to which party physical resources and virtual resources
belong to, business models can be described as the roles (the
business models themselves), the functions of the roles, and
the relation between the roles [22], [38]. A two⁃level model and
a three⁃level model as well as the functions of roles, including
infrastructures provider (InP), MNO, mobile virtual network op⁃
erators (MVNOs), and service providers (SPs) have been con⁃
cretely explained in [22]. In [38], the business models of net⁃
work slicing as a service (NSaaS) have been classified into
three classes, including business to business (B2B), business
to consumer (B2C), and business to business to consumer
(B2B2C). In addition, according to different control levels on
mobile network resources, MVNOs are further classified into
three types, including resellers, services providers, and full
MVNOs [10]. The detail functions of each roles and differenc⁃
es as well as typical representatives are discussed in [22] and
[38], thus omitting them here for brevity.
Finally, the business models can also be summarized as
“something”as a service (XaaS). Infrastructure as a service
(IaaS) and network as a service (NaaS) are respectively provid⁃
ed by InPs and MVNOs. SPs can also provide software as a ser⁃
vice (SaaS) and cloud as a service (CaaS). An example might
be RAN⁃as⁃a⁃Service (RANaaS), where RAN is offered like a
cloud⁃service [39].
2.4 Motivations and Contributions
Recently, RAN virtualization has been gradually concentrat⁃
ed on in literature. However, on the one hand, the related defi⁃
nitions may be in a muddle and the existing literature on net⁃
work virtualization usually lacks consideration on concrete
RAN architectures. RAN virtualization can be unified in differ⁃
ent RATs, each of which is dedicated to different services and
offering a different quality of service (QoS), since virtualization
can simplify the management of different RATs [31]. On the
other hand, the current network virtualization and wireless net⁃
work virtualization are mainly emphasizing on mobile CN virtu⁃
alization based on SDN and NFV, and jointly designing the ge⁃
neric network virtualization architecture.
To provide a better understanding of research opportunities

and challenges on virtualization technology in CC ⁃ RANs, the
survey gives the state ⁃ of ⁃ the ⁃ art CC ⁃ RAN virtualization and
wants to attract more attention on it, unleashing the potential
gains given by CC⁃RAN virtualization. The main contributions
of the paper can be summarized as follows.
We systemically review the related definitions, and based on
a brief investigation on the current network virtualization re⁃
search, we give the components of network virtualization.
In order to take different advantages of CC⁃RANs and to sat⁃
isfy the different performance requirements, we illustrate and
classify the virtualization architecture into three trendy CC ⁃
RANs.
In order to satisfy the requirements of virtual networks, in⁃
cluding isolation, customization and high radio resource utiliza⁃
tion of CC ⁃ RAN virtualization, we review the key enabling
technologies. Finally, we discuss the challenges and open is⁃
sues as the broad perspectives in CC⁃RAN virtualization.

3 Components of Network Virtualization

Network virtualization can be treated as the process of virtu⁃
alizing a set of network resources. Since RAN virtualization is
virtualization technology applied in RAN context, the compo⁃
nents of network virtualization are same for RAN virtualiza⁃
tion. From the perspective of resources, network virtualization
can be treated as abstracting and dynamically allocating re⁃
sources to efficiently share by multiple virtual networks via iso⁃
lations. In Fig. 1, from the perspective of resource, the network
virtualization architecture consists of three layers, including
the infrastructure and wireless resources layer (L1), virtual re⁃
sources layer (L2), and logical networks and services layer
(L3). Through virtualization technology, the physical resources
in L1 can be abstracted as virtual resources, which can be dy⁃
namically allocated to L3 and orchestrated for service slices.
3.1 Infrastructure Virtualization
The legacy network deployments are based on physical mid⁃
dle⁃boxes and vendor⁃locked equipment [23]. It may be impos⁃
sible to achieve the scalability and flexibility in 5G network
with higher resource utilization and satisfying various service
demands. Meanwhile, through purchasing or developing soft⁃
ware and running it on physical machines such as commodity
services, all kinds of network functions can be realized. Howev⁃
er, the gains of flexibility, dynamic resource scaling, and ener⁃
gy efficiency will be declined.
On the one hand, the physical network elements, such as an⁃
tennas, BSs, processor hardware and routers, can be virtual⁃
ized to support sharing of multiple operators by infrastructure
virtualization [22]. Hardware and network sharing is beneficial
for small cells in order to avoid massive over⁃provisioning [31],
especially for the heterogeneous and dense deployments in 5G
networks. In [40], a novel concept of Universal Intelligent
Small Cell (UnISCell) has been proposed for enabling the
October 2017 Vol.15 No. 4
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dense small cell via infrastructure re⁃engineering and sharing.
On the other hand, infrastructure virtualization also includes
link virtualization as well as control and management. In [41],
the processes of node virtualization and link virtualization, as
well as management, have been concretely described. Special⁃
ly, virtual links can be created by configuring Ethernet VLANs
between the physical nodes hosting the virtual nodes. Actually,
infrastructure virtualization may be directly observed in CC ⁃
RAN architecture in [42] and [43]; base band units (BBUs) are
centralized and shared among different sites via virtualization,
after which they are named a virtual BBU pool.
Since virtualization enables operation and management dis⁃
crete, siloed infrastructure components toward a pooled infra⁃
structure can be managed holistically. Adopting virtualized in⁃
frastructure can benefit a lot. For example, it can significantly
reduce the complexity of deployment, and simplify operation
and maintenance. Infrastructure virtualization can also create
an elastic environment which helps business react more quick⁃
ly to market demand changes and customization [24].
Fig. 2 gives an example for C⁃RAN architecture that applies
the NFV architectural principle to an E⁃UTRAN based system.
The enhanced NodeB (eNodeB) as a logical network entity is
implemented both in the cloud platform and at physical radio
access points (RAPs). The eNodeB consists of a number of vir⁃
tual RAN processing units (vRPUs), responsible for executing
the RAN protocol stack, and a virtual eNodeB controller that
terminates 3GPP interfaces toward the core network and other
eNodeBs. In the architecture, the virtualized eNodeB can be
implemented as a virtualization network function (VNF), which
is instantiated on a virtualized infrastructure.
Infrastructure virtualization can also achieve dynamical in⁃
frastructure resource allocation and traffic balancing. In this
52 ZTE COMMUNICATIONS
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Network virtualization
architecture from the resource
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way, footprints and energy consumption can be lowered [44].
3.2 Radio Spectrum Virtualization
Radio spectrum resources are always scarce and significant
for wireless communications. Generally, radio spectrum re⁃
sources refer to the licensed spectrum or dedicated free spec⁃
trum [10]. With the emerging and developing of cognitive radio
(CR) and edge computing technologies, the idle white spec⁃
trum can be used by others to alleviate the shortage, and rela⁃
tively distributed computing for spectrum sensing has been ap⁃
plied for wireless networks. A novel wireless distributed com⁃
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puting (WDC) scheme for cyclostationary feature detection
spectrum sensing approach was proposed and investigated in
[45]. Comparing with conventional Fast Fourier Transformation
(FFT) time smoothing algorithms, the proposed scheme can re⁃
duce the computational complexity for each processing CR.
Spectrum virtualization considers the total available radio
spectrum as a whole resource and virtualizes them as the ab⁃
stracted access medium [22]. In [15], spectrum virtualization
was viewed as an extension of dynamic access or sharing,
which could achieve more spectrum sharing gain and improve
wireless system capacity. A virtualization method and its proce⁃
dures were also presented in [15], in which an advanced spec⁃
trum management (ASM) function obtains and updates related
spectrum information, including available spectrum informa⁃
tion from the cognitive plane and the latest spectrum usage in⁃
formation from eNodeBs, and the ASM function then allocates
spectrum resource and coordinates among different eNodeBs.
The evaluation results showed that after spectrum virtualiza⁃
tion, the total utilization could increase by 30 percent (Fig. 3).
In [18], a spectrum virtualization layer (SVL) under the physi⁃
cal layer was proposed to execute wireless spectrum virtualiza⁃
tion. By spectrum reshaping techniques, the SVL could share
the same RF front units on different ranges of the spectrum.
Spectrum virtualization can significantly promote full net⁃
work virtualization, thus allowing extended radio spectrum
shared by multiple operators [10] and higher spectrum efficien⁃
cy (SE) and system capacity.
3.3 Cache/Storage Virtualization
Caching the multimedia contents at the network edge has
been treated as one effective solution to dealing with the explo⁃
sive growth of mobile multimedia traffic, improving the QoS of
real ⁃ time data services, especially in strict ⁃ latency scenarios,
and alleviating the heavy traffic burden on the backhaul and
fronthaul. However, the effective in ⁃ network caching in tradi⁃
tional network architecture is not practical because of the dedi⁃
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▲Figure 3. Evaluation results of the spectrum virtualization in [15].

cated hardware for signal processing in RANs and complex
controlling and processing units in CNs, so the concept of
“Cache ⁃ as ⁃ a ⁃ Service (CaaS)”, a caching virtualization frame⁃
work for cloud⁃based mobile networks was proposed and an il⁃
lustration of the deployment of caching virtual machines was
given as the Fig. 1 in [46]. CaaS is based on mobile cloud com⁃
puting and a centralized caching controller is used to realize
the caching VMs anywhere with properly allocated positions;
by caching virtualization, the contents can be chunked, distrib⁃
uted, and stored based on its popularity, traffic diversity and
the diversity of user requests.
Meanwhile, the content ⁃ level slicing of virtual resources
(Fig. 4) was proposed in [29], which can be considered as an
extension of dynamic content access and sharing through time
multiplexing, space multiplexing, etc. There are three physical
contents (caches) and three services sharing the contents, and
physical cache is sliced into several virtual contents used by a
service without knowing the existing of other slices.
3.4 Energy Virtualization
Energy efficiency (EE) has become a key pillar in the design
of communication networks [47]. EE requirement mainly lies
in two aspects: the 1000x improvement comparing to 4G net⁃
works on the network side and on the device side, especially
for machine⁃type devices requiring a very long battery life (e.g.
more than 10 years) [48]. The concept of Energy⁃as⁃a⁃Service
(EaaS) has been proposed for reducing energy costs for both us⁃
ers and network operators [49].
On the one hand, mobile users can offload energy⁃consum⁃
ing applications to cloud servers for limitations of battery ca⁃
pacity and computing resources. The related research can be
found in [50]. This is a tradeoff between energy consumption
and traffic latency for mobile users. On the other hand, since
electromagnetic wave is almost ubiquitous, simultaneous wire⁃
less information and power transfer (SWIPT) may be one prom⁃
ising way to achieve the“recycling”of transmit power when re⁃
ceiving data services; in order to minimize the energy cost of
data transmission in the context of collaborative mobile cloud
(CMC) with SWIPT, the resources allocation and user schedul⁃
ing were studied in [51]. In [52], a framework named GreenDe⁃
livery was proposed, where energy harvesting (EH) based small
cells (SCs) provide content delivery services with respect to the
battery status and content popularity distribution. The case
studies show that related power consumption is reduced. If the
EH based SCs are deployed, traditional passive energy con⁃
sumers may be shifted to active energy prosumers.
The energy resource virtualization mainly focuses on how to
achieve energy efficiency, regardless of offloading or SWIPT,
EH or any other advanced schemes, such as traffic⁃aware ser⁃
vice provision and wireless multicasting.
3.5 Data Center virtualization
Data centers (DCs) are facilities that house computer sys⁃
October 2017 Vol.15 No. 4
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An example of cache
virtualization framework. The
physical content (cache) is sliced
into virtual contents that can be
shared among different services
dynamically and the slicing can
be time multiplexing or space
multiplexing [29].

tems and associated components such as networking and stor⁃
age systems, and they are essential to satisfy ever ⁃ evolving
computational demands around cloud computing, big data and
IT infrastructure [53]. On the one hand, due to the delivery of
explosively growing amount of data traffic over the wireless net⁃
works, considerable amount of wireless resources and costs
will be occupied. Furthermore, it is expensive to build a lot of
new DCs, so the best way is to improve usage of existing facili⁃
ties with lower infrastructure overhead to achieve better re⁃
source management and cost efficiency [49]. On the other
hand, data centers are facing some challenges such as the un⁃
guaranteed QoS, security risks, and management complexity
and inflexibility, and the data center virtualization as an ap⁃
proach to address these challenges and virtualized data center
embedding problem was studied in [54].
Data center virtualization is the process of designing, devel⁃
oping and deploying a data center through virtualization and
cloud computing technologies, which encompasses a broad
range of tools, technologies and processes that enable a data
center to operate and provide services on top of virtualization
layer/technology [55]. Using data center virtualization, an exist⁃
ing or a standard data center facility can provide/host multiple
virtualized data centers on the same physical infrastructure,
which can simultaneously be used by separate applications
and/or organizations. This not only helps in optimal IT infra⁃
structure/resource utilization, but also in reducing data center
capital and operational costs. In addition, to reduce energy con⁃
sumption, the approach of VM migration with server manage⁃
ment and virtualization to increase the number of machines
and switches that can be shutdown has been discussed [56].

4 Virtualization Architecture in CC⁃RANs

The RAN architecture has not experienced many changes
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since its birth in cellular system from the first generation (1G)
to today’s fourth generation (4G). Bases stations (BSs) are gen⁃
erally deployed and operated in a distributed way with the
hardware and software tightly coupled [57]. Under the tradi⁃
tional RAN architecture, since control/user (C/U) planes are
coupled, some BSs cannnot fall asleep or be switched off even
though there is little traffic because of basic coverage, leaving
some extra energy wasted. Therefore, capacity and coverage
need to be separated via logically decoupling the data delivery
and control signaling distribution in future R ⁃ RAN systems
[58]. The network deployment and upgrade are also expensive
and time consuming due to dedicated hardware and distributed
deployment. In addition, facing the exponentially growing mo⁃
bile Internet and IoT traffic as well as pursing 1000 times EE
improvement, the RAN architecture and corresponding deploy⁃
ment are expected to achieve some breakthroughs.
On the one hand, cloud based network architecture takes
the advantage of the centralized cloud principle to share stor⁃
age and computational resources via virtualization [42], which
can achieve powerful processing and dynamical resource allo⁃
cation. It is worth to note that the C⁃RAN is a NFV instance on
the RAN side to achieve soft RAN [59]. Actually, virtualization
technology has been applied in CC ⁃ RANs. As mentioned in
the Introduction section, the CC ⁃ RANs include the C ⁃ RAN,
the H⁃CRAN, and even the F⁃RAN. All of them are integrated
with virtualization technology but have some inherent bottle⁃
necks or challenges.
On the other hand, the development of SDN is tightly con⁃
nected to cloud computing, since cloud computing makes large⁃
scale logical centralized control solutions feasible, including
centralized data storing, processing, online accessing, etc.
[60]. In addition, some researchers have introduced SDN into
fronthaul networks named as SDF network in C ⁃ RANs [57],
[61]. Therefore, the software⁃defined characteristic has a tight
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relationship with the cloud computing, and we will give a brief
review on virtualization architecture in SD ⁃ RANs, C ⁃ RANs,
and F⁃RANs. We can discover that it is a trend that the virtual⁃
ization architecture in F ⁃ RANs will be integrated with SDN,
network virtualization and Cloud computing. Here, the cloud
computing includes cloud computing and fog computing, since
the fog computing is usually treated as an extension of classi⁃
cal cloud computing.
4.1 Virtualization Architecture in SD⁃RANs
SDN has brought a rethinking of routing and packet switch⁃
ing in the Internet [57]. Introducing the principles such as the
C/U split, centralized control and software application program⁃
ming interfaces (APIs) into RANs has been proposed in aca⁃
demia and industry. In [61], self⁃organizing networking (SON)
solutions and the concept of SDF as the RAN optimization us⁃
ing above SDN principle were discussed. In [33], in order to
enable multi ⁃ RATs interwork and heterogeneous deployment,
one software ⁃ defined access (SDA) architecture was proposed
and discussed. In [62], in order to achieve the conception of ef⁃
ficient spectrum management and sharing mechanisms, a soft⁃
ware ⁃ defined 5G heterogeneous network (HetNet) system was
introduced to support harmonized SDN⁃enabled approach.
In the SD ⁃ RANs, macro ⁃ cell BSs are directly connected to
the controller, while the BSs of smaller cells connected with
the macro⁃cells via a reliable backhaul link. In [63], SoftRAN
was proposed as a software ⁃ defined RAN. By abstracting all
base stations in a locally geographical area as a virtual big
base station composed of a centralized controller and individu⁃
al physical base stations just with minimal control logic, the
SoftRAN was introduced as a software defined centralized con⁃
trol plane, which has refactored the control plane functional⁃
ities. The latency ⁃ sensitive decisions continue to be handled
by the individual physical base station. In SoftRAN architec⁃
ture, the global utility over a logical geographic area can be op⁃
timized and network management can be simplified by soft⁃
ware programming.
In [58], based on the SD⁃RAN, a beyond cellular green gen⁃
eration (BCG2) architecture base on LTE system was proposed,
which decouples the centralized control plane and data ⁃ for⁃
warding, as well as decoupling coverage and capacity. The
eNodeB functionalities are split between the signaling nodes
and data BSs. If there is no demand, the data BSs are in asleep
mode, while the signaling controller is always⁃on for coverage.
Since the signaling node is designed based on general⁃purpose
processors and can be sharing by operators via virtualization,
the power consumption will not substantially increase. In [64],
the SD ⁃ RAN controller for enterprise WLANs and the imple⁃
menting platform were introduced, in which some of the main
features of the SD ⁃ RAN controller were discussed, including
slicing (a network slice is a virtual network), soft state, and
modular architecture. Fig. 5 shows the virtualization architec⁃
ture in SD⁃RANs.

In Fig. 5a, the individual physical base stations include sig⁃
naling nodes and data BSs. Signaling nodes are only responsi⁃
ble for control plane functionalities, while data BSs mainly fo⁃
cus on data transmissions and some delay ⁃ sensitive decisions
with minimal control logic. However, through software⁃defined
way, signal nodes and data BSs can be shifted to the others.
Fig. 5b shows the centralized controller, referencing to [58],
where the virtual big BS communicates with centralized con⁃
troller via related APIs. It is worthy to note that the centralized
controller has a global view of the SD⁃RAN. In the state⁃of⁃the⁃
art proposals of SD⁃RANs, the centralized controller resides in
either the core network or a centralized data center.
However, since the limited processing ability and flexibility
of the centralized controller, the individual“virtual big BS”in
the SD⁃RANs may fail to do well in large⁃scale cooperation pro⁃
cessing (LSCP) and massive connection scenarios. It may also
be caught in a dilemma in the latency ⁃ sensitive missions be⁃
cause of the simple control logic of data BSs and the delay be⁃
tween users and centralized controller. Through the signal
nodes realizing control plane functionalities in a locally geo⁃
graphical area, the hierarchical design may perform well
enough in the sparse deployment, but it is unable to effectively
handle rapidly growing traffic and the dense base station de⁃
ployment [63]. In addition, the virtualization gain of SD⁃RANs
mainly comes from wireless resource virtualization and the cen⁃
tralized controller behind virtual big BS, leaving the CAPEX
and OPEX saving not being considerable.
4.2 Virtualization Architecture in C⁃RANs
The SD⁃RANs are facing above challenges and urgent break⁃
throughs need to be made in RAN architecture for future net⁃
work requirements. On the other hand, as a promising solution
to reduce CAPEX and OPEX, the C⁃RAN architecture can pro⁃
vide high SE and EE [42]. The C⁃RAN architecture is a signifi⁃
cant representative of cloud⁃based RANs, since underlay het⁃
erogeneous network (HetNet) with cloud computing (HetNet ⁃
CC) [65] and H⁃CRAN [66], [67] are based on cloud computing
[68]. It offers novel schemes and architecture for centralized
management and flexible network resource allocation.
The C⁃RAN architecture is the typical CC⁃RAN architecture
with virtualization. Based on cloud computing, the traditional
BSs are decoupled into two parts: the base band units (BBUs)
migrated into a BBU pool and the distributed remote radio
heads (RRHs) that are connected to the BBU pool via fronthaul
links [69]. The authors of [42] have comprehensively surveyed
the C ⁃ RAN architecture, including the general architecture,
the systems proposed by industries and academia, and the ar⁃
chitecture toward 5G network, so we omitted the C⁃RAN archi⁃
tecture here for brevity. Most functions of traditional BSs are
virtualized as a centralized BBU pool [70], upon which multi⁃
MNOs can share the physical infrastructures and VMNOs can
share the virtual network resources according to the demands
of SPs and users. Meanwhile, MNOs can quickly deploy RRHs
October 2017 Vol.15 No. 4
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▲Figure 5. Virtualization architecture of a) SD⁃RAN and b) the centralized controller [63].

to expand and make upgrades to their cellular networks [42].
MNOs and VMNOs can also scale the computing resources of
the cloud up and down depending on the live traffic demands,
which can further improve the network resource utilization.
However, a very important aspect to lower costs depends on
how to realize the network functions of BBU pool in cloud [71].
Through virtualization technology, the BBU pool can be shared
by different sites and among multiple MNOs. In [71], a BBU
pool was built in the cloud based on SDN and network function
virtualization concepts. In the pool, the hardware resources are
virtualized and allocated to service manager by infrastructure
manager on demand, which depends on the requirement of a
BBU virtual instance. In [59], a C ⁃ RAN network architecture
combing the ideas of SDN and NFV was introduced, and the
idea that C⁃RAN is an NFV instance on the RAN side to real⁃
ize soft RAN was illustrated. We treat the architecture as a typ⁃
ical virtualization architecture in C⁃RANs.
In Fig. 6, the C⁃RAN architecture consists of a radio cloud
center (RCC), next ⁃ generation fronthaul interface (NGFI) ⁃
based fronthaul (FH) network, and RRHs. The RRC provides a
cloud platform with all kinds of sharing resources and all the
CC⁃RAN functions appear as software applications running in
VMs under the management of one hypervisor/virtual machine
monitor (VMM) [72]. The RCC may also provide isolated gener⁃
al⁃purpose platform (GPP) to network operators to develop new
services or carry out an experiment without influencing exist⁃
ing operations. The baseband ⁃ related functions are processed
by the BBU while the radio frequency related functions are pro⁃
cessed by RRHs; therefore, the traditional common public ra⁃
dio interface (CPRI) is more and more unsuitable for future net⁃
works with networks evolving to 5G, because of its constant da⁃
ta rate, relatively fixed connection between the RRH and the
BBU, and the sampling I/Q data rate dependent on antenna
amount [59]. The next ⁃ generation FH interface has been de⁃
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signed. Rethinking the split BBU⁃RRH function, there will be
several kinds of RRHs. One new RRH may contain RF func⁃
tions and partial baseband processing functions. Especially,
the authors have mentioned one RRH may be able to be auto⁃
matically switched to another BBU pool for protecting commu⁃
nication reliability.
Some researchers have also introduced SDN into SDF net⁃
work in C ⁃ RANs [57], [61], and the development of SDN is
tightly connected to cloud computing, since cloud computing
makes large⁃scale logical centralized control solutions feasible
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[60]. Recent literature has started rethinking the C⁃RAN archi⁃
tecture with combining multiple virtualization technologies.
Based on the idea of SDN, including SD⁃RAN [63], SDF [58],
and the NFV on cloud infrastructure, the software⁃defined hy⁃
per ⁃ cellular architecture (SDHCA) has been proposed in [57]
as its Fig. 1.
In the physical representation, the architecture can be divid⁃
ed into three subsystems. It is worthy to note that the RRHs
have flexible functions. They can merely execute RF transmis⁃
sion/reception, or be dynamically configured to play the roles
as control base stations (CBSs) and traffic base stations (TBSs)
with some baseband processing functions. Especially, the de⁃
ployment of RRHs can be compatible with the traditional net⁃
work planning mechanisms, thus realizing the largely multi⁃
plexing of traditional BSs. On the other hand, the proposed SD⁃
HCA can provide one control coverage and multiple conceptu⁃
al layers for different user traffic types as we can see in the log⁃
ical presentation.
Concretely, through software⁃defined and function virtualiza⁃
tion on the cloud infrastructure, the RRHs can be flexibly con⁃
figured and the network functions can be split from hardware.
The control and data planes of SDF network are also decou⁃
pled, which may be one direction to deal with the constraints
of fronthaul capacity and coat⁃inefficiency [69]. By software ap⁃
plications running on VMs, the network functions, such as air
interface control, service analysis, and fronthaul control, can
be easily programmed and updated. In addition, the computing
resource utilization may be higher since customization and the
power consumption may be decreased in the sleeping model.
4.3 Virtualization Architecture in F⁃RANs
The traditional C ⁃ RAN architecture [42], [73], [74], with
centralized processing architecture and fronthaul bandwidth
constraints, may lead to time latency, unreliability, and jitter,
especially when traffic load is heavy [69]. At the same time,
since the emerging wave of the IoT and latency⁃sensitive appli⁃
cations, a new platform called fog computing has been pro⁃
posed in [75] to satisfy such requirements as location aware⁃
ness, mobility support, distributed deployment and low laten⁃
cy. Fog computing extends the cloud computing paradigm to
the edge of networks, while fog and cloud use the same resourc⁃
es (networking, computing, and storage), and share many of the
same mechanisms and attributes, such as virtualization and
multi ⁃ tenancy [76]. Fog computing, cloudlet and mobile edge
computing as three typical edge computing technologies were
introduced and compared in [77], and the network slicing in
edge computing was pointed out as a challenge, which may be
realized via RAN slicing based on virtualization technology.
In [78], an integrated architecture for software ⁃ defined and
virtualized RANs with fog computing was proposed to deal
with IoT scenarios, since the tremendous number of communi⁃
cation devices connecting to wireless networks imposes huge
challenges on network deployment, management, and data pro⁃

cessing. The core idea of the architecture is that SDN decou⁃
ples the control plane and data plane to provide network pro⁃
grammability, and virtualization realizes the sharing of network
and radio resources among virtual slices, as well as the bene⁃
fits of fog computing at the edge of networks. In addition, a vir⁃
tual resource chain (or network ⁃ level virtualization) called
Openpipe, and interface architecture was proposed. The Open⁃
pipe can be treated as an end⁃to⁃end network slice. Similarly,
the SDN and network virtualization can be applied into F ⁃
RANs, which will bring great benefits into F⁃RANs.
The F⁃RAN has been presented in [79] as a promising para⁃
digm to provide high SE and EE, while maintaining low laten⁃
cy for future wireless networks. Through local radio signal pro⁃
cessing, cooperative resource management, and distributed
storing capabilities in edge devices, F⁃RANs can decrease the
heavy burden on fronthaul and avoid the large⁃scale radio sig⁃
nal processing in the centralized BBU pool, both of which can
decline delay and improve resource utilization.
The related research on F ⁃ RANs has been widely done. In
[79] and [80], the system architecture, key techniques such as
transmission mode selection and interference suppression of F⁃
RANs, and performance analysis based on cache, mode selec⁃
tion, radio resource allocation were studied for optimizing SE,
EE and latency. In [81], combing the advantages of C ⁃ RAN
and F⁃RAN, the F⁃CRAN was proposed as the harmonization
architecture. In [82], an information ⁃ theoretic framework was
introduced to capture the key tradeoff between delivery latency
and the capacity of fronthaul and caching storage, with a con⁃
clusion that edge caching, fronthaul and wireless transmission
should be jointly designed to leverage synergistic and comple⁃
mentary advantages of edge processing and virtualization.
However, as discussed in Section 1, F⁃RANs are also facing
the challenges such as huge amount of power consumption and
carbon dioxide CO2 gas [83], the complex management and
mobility support requirements, and compatibility for multi ⁃
RATs due to its heterogeneity and distribution characteristics.
Moreover, the cost efficiency, flexibility and high resource utili⁃
zation are always the pursuing of network deployment. In addi⁃
tion, differentiated IoT application scenarios, such as connect⁃
ed vehicle, smart grid, wireless sensors and actuators net⁃
works, [75] need customized network performance, such as low
latency and massive connectivity. The F ⁃ RAN virtualization
may be a powerful way to deal with the above challenges.
Based on the fog computing architecture in [76], and the F⁃
RAN architecture in [79] and [80], we design the virtualization
architecture in F ⁃ RANs (Fig. 7). The architecture consists of
the core cloud and edge cloud. In the core cloud, the central⁃
ized BBU pool is designed with virtualization technologies,
such as NFV [25]. In the edge cloud, there are fog access
points (F⁃APs), each of which integrates the front RF, the local
distributed collaboration radio signal processing (CRSP), the
cooperative radio resource management (CRRM) and caching
capabilities, RRHs, UEs and other communication nodes in di⁃
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5 Key Enabling Technologies in Virtualized
CC⁃RANs

The enabling technologies for wireless network virtualiza⁃
tion have been presented according to different RATs in [22].
The isolation level, control method, and purpose were also
mentioned to show that these technologies can be used as a tax⁃
onomy to classify key technologies. We have reviewed some re⁃
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Logic link

Slice (1...K )

verse service scenarios. All these functions have their perfor⁃
mance requirements, such as high rates for mobile Internet ser⁃
vices, ultra⁃low delay and high reliability in vehicle networks,
massive connections in intelligent metering and measurement
with adaptive transmission mode selection. Based on virtualiza⁃
tion technologies and network slicing, there are multiple slices
coexisting on the same physical network.
In order to better deal with the distributed and hierarchical
characteristics in F⁃RANs, the architecture in [84] adopted the
hybrid control model of SDN controller as Kandoo. The model
SDN controller (in the global level) defines the specific poli⁃
cies and sends them to local controllers (in the local level,
which can be in a slice) through intermediate interface (inter⁃
mediate API).
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lated literature on virtualization in the context of RANs, such
as [19]-[21] and [31].The requirements for RAN virtualization
have been universally mentioned as customization, isolation,
and high resource utilization. And since the RAN architecture
with virtualization technology, such as sharing GPPs and other
virtual resources, the C/U split and software ⁃ defined has bro⁃
ken the traditional networking and resource allocation ways,
and new challenges and corresponding key enabling technolo⁃
gies are on the way to RAN virtualization.
5.1 Requirements of RAN Virtualization
In this section, the state ⁃ of ⁃ the ⁃ art key enabling technolo⁃
gies for virtualization in CC⁃RANs are presented as virtual re⁃
source allocation, RAN slicing, mobility management, and so⁃
cial ⁃ awareness, all of which are mainly encompassing on how
to realize RAN virtualization properties and requirements,
namely customization, isolation, and high⁃efficiency utilization
of radio resources.
5.1.1 Customization
Customization mainly includes the resource allocation cus⁃
tomization and the flexible architecture reconstruction to satis⁃
fy related network service demands. In [20], customization
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stresses that network NVS should provide simple and appropri⁃
ate programming interfaces to enable customized solutions
within slices (a slice consists of all the flows of an entity that
requests virtualized resources), which is resource allocation
customization. Similarly, in [19], through providing flexibility
to different entities, these entities can program the vBS to opti⁃
mize their service delivery. One resources negotiation for net⁃
work virtualization (RENRV) algorithm has been proposed in
[21], where resource customization is attained during the detec⁃
tion phase, and the requesting BS will be allocated resources
according to its actual traffic load conditions. As to the archi⁃
tecture aspect, obviously, since the traditional“one ⁃ size ⁃ fits ⁃
all”network solution today is unable to satisfy future network
service demands well, the Nokia analyzed dynamic end⁃to⁃end
network slicing, which is introduced to establish multiple par⁃
allel network instances and realize customization in architec⁃
ture reconstruction [85].
5.1.2 Isolation
Since multiple virtual network slices should coexist, isola⁃
tion is the basic issue in virtualization. Isolation means that
any changes in one virtual slice, such as the number of end us⁃
ers, mobility of end users and fluctuating of channel status
should not cause any serious interference and negative influ⁃
ence on resource allocation for other slices [20]. In [86], isola⁃
tion among slices was introduced as the essentiality about man⁃
aging network and computing resources to realize a picture in
which the performance of one slice is not affected by the opera⁃
tion of another slice. Moreover, the protection mechanisms
were mainly concentrated on protecting common (control) chan⁃
nels or resources used for UEs accessing system.
However, each slice may be assigned with either shared or
dedicated radio resources up to radio resource management
(RRM) implementation and service level agreement (SLA)
[87]. Therefore, different use cases and service requirements
will need different isolation levels, which refers to the minimal
resource granularity [22], in which the isolation ways, such as
MAC layer, packet, flow, multilevel, and even traffic types and
context, have been surveyed from sub ⁃ carriers, sub ⁃ channel,
PRB, time ⁃ slot, space, upper layers and protocols. However,
the ideas of isolation is mainly using orthogonal resources. In
[21], the isolation is achieved during the transfer phase,
through Resource nEgotiation for Network Virtualization
(RENEV) algorithm ensuring a reserved portion of resources to
each requesting BS, the isolation and resource demand can be
satisfied. The two above methods may have low resource utili⁃
zation with low complexity.
Actually, using completely orthogonal resources to realize
isolation may be not practical, since the resources are limited,
especially in RAN virtualization with scarce spectrum resourc⁃
es. Therefore, the interference or negative effects under one
threshold may be able to treated as an isolation. From the dis⁃
cussion above, the isolation can be considered from the proto⁃

col design such as MAC scheduling protocols, and resource al⁃
location.
5.1.3 Resource Utilization
Given the RAN virtualization is treated as the RAN resourc⁃
es mapping to multiple virtual RAN slices, resource utilization
can be defined as the actually mapped resources of one slice
divided by the total amount of available resources for all virtu⁃
al slices [22], [88]. To evaluate the resource utilization of a vir⁃
tual slice, it can be derived with the used virtualized infrastruc⁃
ture resources, bandwidth, power, time ⁃ slots, and processing
capacity resources divided by the relatively available resourc⁃
es [22]. In [19] and [20], dynamically adjusting resources
across virtual slices to maximize the resources occupied as
much as possible was discussed. In [21], the RENEV guaran⁃
tees the efficient physical radio resource utilization by reconfig⁃
uring the medium access of each pair of requesting⁃requested
BSs with a rational signaling burden.
Finally, RAN virtualization should guarantee the efficient
use of physical radio resources, computing resources, and oth⁃
er resources. The virtual resource allocation will play a signifi⁃
cant role in higher resource utilization, which we will dis⁃
cussed in next subsection. At the same time, the virtualization
technology needs to cope with the tradeoff between complexity
and efficiency in dynamic resource allocation.
5.2 Virtual Resources Allocation in CC⁃RANs
The problem of embedding virtual networks in a substrate
network is mainly the resource allocation in network virtualiza⁃
tion [88]. Similarly, in CC⁃RANs, the virtualization can largely
be treated as the allocation of virtualized infrastructure resourc⁃
es and wireless resources, thus the virtual resource allocation
plays a vital role in the CC⁃RAN virtualization. The final goal
of virtual resource allocation is to improve the resource utiliza⁃
tion as much as possible with pursuing the higher system ca⁃
pacity and satisfying SLA requirements. However, the follow⁃
ing has to be taken into consideration for different service sce⁃
narios: diverse service requirements, traffic fluctuation charac⁃
teristics and the inherent characteristics of wireless environ⁃
ment such as broadcasting and stochastic fluctuation of chan⁃
nel quality, different resource granularity and resource priori⁃
ty, and the heterogeneity of IoT devices. For example, ultra ⁃
low latency services need more computing resources while
high data rate services should be provided enough spectrum re⁃
sources. Therefore, in virtualized RAN environment, among
multiple virtual CC⁃RAN slices, the virtual resource allocation
will be more challengeable. Fortunately, there have been some
related works on virtual resource allocation.
Considering the fog computing at the edge of network and
the increment of resource dimension (radio resources, edge
caching and edge computing resources, and virtual network
functionalities), the virtual resource allocation in virtualized F⁃
RANs can be carefully designed from two significant aspects.
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One is virtual resource allocation framework, and the other is
joint resource allocation and resource granularity.
Virtual resource allocation has been widely discussed main⁃
ly based on a hierarchical architecture, which is suitable for
virtualized F⁃RANs. since the diverse IoT devices and service
scenarios as well as the distributed characters of F⁃RANs, the
hierarchical architecture can be more efficient and flexible.
In [89], a hierarchical virtual resource allocation model was
proposed to maximize the MVNO profit with the consideration
of backhaul capacity of the infrastructure providers (InPs) and
users’QoS requirements. In [90], a base station equipped with
a large number of antennas serves users who belong to differ⁃
ent virtual slices (a typical hierarchical scenario) was analyzed
and joint power, sub ⁃ carrier and antenna allocation problems
were studied to maximize the sum⁃utility while maintaining the
minimum rate for each slice. In [91], a joint BS assignment, sub
⁃ carrier, and power allocation algorithm for dynamic resource
allocation was proposed to maximize the network sum rates un⁃
der the constraint of maintaining the minimum required rate of
each slice (the users of different service providers) in multi ⁃
cell virtualized wireless networks.
Relatively, the models or methods to solve virtual resource
allocation problems become more interesting. For example, the
successive convex approximation (SCA) and complementary
geometric programming(CGP) were adapted to develop an effi⁃
cient two ⁃ step iteration approach to settle above virtual re⁃
source allocation problem in [91]. Since all involved parties, in⁃
cluding InPs, MNOs, MVNOs, and SPs, want to maximize their
own revenue, the game theoretic approach may be an effective
tool [6], [92]. In [6], in order to address two⁃level hierarchical
virtual resource allocation problem for achieving strict inter ⁃
slice isolation and the ability of intra⁃slice customization, a hi⁃
erarchical combinatorial auction mechanism was mentioned.
In [92], the dynamic interactions among the SPs and the net⁃
work operators (NOs) were modeled as a stochastic game,
where SPs are responsible for QoS management for their own
users while NO manages the spectrum resources and regulates
the game.
We can find the pervasive feature in virtual resource alloca⁃
tion in RANs is based on a hierarchical architecture with the
introduction of MVNOs and slices for differentiated services
and flexible management. The other outstanding characteristic
is resource dimension increment in virtualized F ⁃ RANs. Be⁃
cause of the edge caching and edge computing ability of F ⁃
RANs as well as infrastructure and network function virtualiza⁃
tion, traditional radio resource allocation may not be able to
satisfy QoS requirements. The deployment problems of partial
core network functionalities based on VMs and virtualized
links and nodes mapping also need to be dealt with in virtual
resource allocation.
In [13], virtual network embedding (VNE) and NFV re⁃
source allocation (NFV ⁃ RA) problems were discussed. VNE
deals with the allocation of virtual resources in nodes and links
60 ZTE COMMUNICATIONS
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mapping to substrate nodes and links, respectively. The VNE
problem is known to be NP ⁃ hard [93] and most of the related
work has been concentrated on designing heuristic algorithms
and simplifying the network realization complexity. Mean⁃
while, VNE can be optimized by embedding cost, link band⁃
width, QoS, and energy efficiency. On the other hand, NFV ⁃
RA has three different stages, including VNFs⁃chain composi⁃
tion (VNFs ⁃ CC), VNF forwarding graph embedding (VNF ⁃
FGE), and VNFs scheduling (VNFs ⁃ SCH). The VNFs ⁃ CC
seeks to concatenate the VNFs efficiently for a network service
in the most adequate way, and VNF⁃FGE seeks to find where
the VNFs will be allocated in the NFVI in a suitable way, con⁃
sidering the requirements of individual requests and the over⁃
all requirements of all services. The VNFs⁃SCH seeks to deter⁃
mine when is better to execute each function into the NFVI to
minimize the total execution time without degrading the ser⁃
vice performance and respecting all the priorities and depen⁃
dencies between the VNFs composing the service at the same
time. In [8], the scheduling of wireless VNFs in the RAN was
formulated as an integer programming problem. In [94], a man⁃
agement and orchestration (MANO) entity in virtualized infra⁃
structure has been enabled. In addition to deriving the affinity
scores for resources units (RUs) referencing to a specified RU
for concrete VM instance, MANO can perform precise and effi⁃
cient resource tailoring and dimensioning, which benefits the
operation and management of the virtual network functions in
virtualized infrastructure. Both [13] and [94] focus on virtual⁃
ized infrastructure resource allocation that can be applied in
that of F⁃RAN virtualization.
The joint resource allocation on virtualized CC ⁃ RANs also
plays a vital role, since network performances such as service
latency, energy efficiency and spectrum efficiency are influ⁃
enced by multiple factors. When the resources are virtualized,
the extended sharing and flexible allocation should be more
elaborated. The joint optimization of cloud and edge process⁃
ing, focusing on the strategy to populate the caches of en⁃
hanced RRHs (eRRHs) for F⁃RANs, can be found in [95].
Comparing with traditional static resource allocation, virtual
resource allocation is expected to gain better performance, and
the model and methods of resource allocation and optimization
need carefully redesign with considering the resource granular⁃
ity and dynamically sharing characteristic. In addition, virtual
resource allocation should be further researched, especially for
real ⁃ time and low ⁃ complexity demands since the virtual re⁃
source mapping processes and generic hardware with low cost
may decrease specific performance.
5.3 RAN Slicing
The current relatively monolithic network architecture is not
flexible and scalable enough to efficiently support future net⁃
works with diverse and sometimes extreme service require⁃
ments. In addition, the introduction of network services should
be efficient and multiple use cases are expected to be operated
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on the same operator network [96]. Network slicing has been
regarded as one of the most significant technologies to deal
with the above challenges.
In [38], the concept of network slicing as a service (NSaaS)
was introduced to offer end⁃to⁃end cellular networks as a ser⁃
vice. Three forms of networking slicing, including CN only,
RAN only, and CN and RAN were also introduced. The RAN
only slicing runs on wireless platforms, which consists of radio
hardware and baseband resource pool. Both radio hardware
and baseband resource pool can be realized on GPPs, where
various parameters of air interfaces, such as symbol length,
sub⁃carrier spacing, cycle prefix length, and the parameters of
hybrids automatic repeat request (HARQ), as well as other pa⁃
rameters like cell selection, handover threshold, can be set up
for each slice to realize logical network customization [38].
Recently, RAN slicing has been designed mainly from two
aspects. One is CC ⁃ RAN resource management perspective,
and the another is RAN architecture and protocol stack per⁃
spective. Through the architecture and protocol stack design,
diverse logic RANs can be achieved based on the unified phys⁃
ical network according to SLA requirements. The SLAs can de⁃
scribe which QoS metrics are expected to be guaranteed, possi⁃
bly denoting a minimum amount of spectrum.
From the RAN resource management perspective, the au⁃
thors of [97] presented RAN slicing at four levels, including
spectrum planning level, inter ⁃ cell interference coordination
(ICIC) level, packet scheduling (PS), and admission control
(AC), and compared them from the granularity of isolation (i.e.
high level of radio ⁃ electrical isolation and low level of traffic
isolation) and customization. It was concluded that the RAN
slicing approaches providing high level isolation may lose the
higher granularity and flexibility. In [98], the network slicing
architecture featuring CC ⁃ RAN abstraction was proposed,
which uses the FlexRAN concept [99] to enforce network slic⁃
ing in the RAN and adapt the resource allocation policy ac⁃
cording to the slice requirements. From the level of resource
isolation, the dedicated resources and shared resources models
were aslo mentioned, as well as a two⁃level MAC scheduler to
abstract and share the physical resources among the slices.
From the protocol stack perspective, in [86], multiple RAN
slices may multiplex into a common MAC, PHY and radio,
while other slices may use dedicated spectrum or dedicated
APs, and thus use a dedicated MAC/PHY that involves new
protocol design and model selection. In [100], Chain Mobile
and other companies have designed the RAN architecture with
network slicing, which emphasizes that the RAN protocol stack
can be tailored to meet diverse service requirements of differ⁃
ent network slicing instances (e.g. enhanced mobile broadband
(eMBB) slices, ultra-reliable and low latency communications
(URLLC) slices, and massive machine- type communications
(mMTC) slices, etc.).
In addition, due to the particularities of wireless environ⁃
ments, guaranteeing slice isolation is full of challenges [101].

As for AN slicing isolation, similar to the level of resource iso⁃
lation mentioned above, there are mainly two ideas. One is that
RAN slices occupy completely orthogonal resources at a re⁃
source granularity interval. The other is maximizing the net⁃
work resource utilization with controlling the negative effect or
radio interference under a certain threshold. The former can be
easily deployed but with the low resource utilization, which
can be used for low service traffic load and needs no extra over⁃
head for interference management. The latter will be complex
and needs other extra assisted technology such as intelligent
spectrum sensing, interference cancellation, and other ad⁃
vanced virtualization or software migration technologies.
5.4 Mobility Management
Mobility management mainly includes location management
and handoff management. The former enables content delivery
and communications, while the latter mainly keeps service con⁃
tinuity when users move from one access point to another
[102]. Generally, users move freely and independently, requir⁃
ing ongoing communications and minimal disruptions. This
may leads to stochastic and time⁃varied interference to others.
In real network deployments, user mobility and interference in
a multi ⁃ cell and multi ⁃ layer network need to be fully consid⁃
ered, which has a direct influence on the user experience and
system capacity.
With virtualization applied in CC⁃RANs, virtual resource al⁃
location, extended radio spectrum sharing, and hierarchical
management architecture will leave more challenges on mobili⁃
ty management. For example, one user’s location update may
involve multiple different VMNOs or InPs, which makes the
tracking location complex.
Related research has been done. In [103], based on wireless
network virtualization technology, a handoff scheme was intro⁃
duced to support handoff between three virtual networks, each
of which has a network controller used to schedule users, in an
integrated train⁃ground communication system.
In [104], a SDN ⁃ enabled authentication handover and pro⁃
tection mechanism was designed for dense and heterogenous
small cell networks for 5G, which is mainly based on sharing
of user ⁃ specific security context information among related
APs. An authentication handover module was also implement⁃
ed in the SDN controller to monitor and predict the location of
users. The relevant cells prepare related resources in advance,
and the user can get seamless handover authentication during
mobility.
Since SDN has been introduced into virtualized F ⁃ RANs,
the local controls are deployed in the edge cloud, which can
support high level of SDN controller to make global handover
decisions and can handle handovers in F⁃RAN slices. In [105],
one scheme of mobility management for network slicing based
on 5G system was proposed. Fig. 8 shows the handover proce⁃
dure, which is based on the SDN controllers in edge cloud as
well as a hierarchical and cooperative control mechanism. The
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mobility management can be employed in virtualized F⁃RANs.

networking. By exploiting the users’social relationships and
behaviors, the social properties of nodes can be analyzed and
used. In [106], the socially aware networking (SAN) was sur⁃
veyed. From the architecture of the SAN, we can see that the
first two steps are to obtain social⁃awareness by sensing and an⁃
alyzing data by using intelligent technologies, such as data
mining and machine learning. Then, the SAN can deduce im⁃
portant social properties, including community, centrality, sim⁃
ilarity, tie strength, and human mobility pattern. Based on
these social properties, different networking protocols to satisfy
the requirements of applications can be adaptively designed.
Social⁃awareness can be applied in F⁃RAN virtualization, es⁃
pecially in the cache/storage virtualization, energy virtualiza⁃
tion, virtual resource allocation, and dynamically networking.

5.5 Social⁃Awareness
Social⁃awareness is also known as social consciousness and
originates from sociology, which is often used to describe the
sociality and social behaviors of human beings [106]. Social ⁃
awareness has been introduced in communications, which is
originated to enhance D2D communications for relieving ener⁃
gy consumption, data usage [107], cutting down transmission
delay, etc. Recently, Social⁃aware energy harvesting D2D com⁃
munications [108] and caching based socially⁃aware D2D com⁃
munications [109] have appeared in literature.
Since rich diversity of mobile devices with powerful compu⁃
tation capacity, social ⁃ awareness has gradually been used for
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In a virtual environment, the entire system, including the oper⁃
ating system, the applications, and data, can be encapsulated
as a set of VM files [24]. Based on the social ⁃ awareness, the
probable locations of VMsand network resources can be pre⁃
dicted. With the deployment and migration in advance, the
time of service request response can be declined and the re⁃
source utilization can be improved. In [110], the social⁃aware⁃
ness was introduced into virtual network embedding (VNE) par⁃
adigm, which mainly contributes to virtual resources efficiently
mapping onto physical ones. Since social ⁃ awareness provides
useful information such as the importance of a node based on
specific mapping algorithms, the physical resource allocation
among the virtual node requests can be more efficient since
the popular nodes will be initially selected.

6 Challenges and Open Issues

Virtualization technology has been applied in IT area for
many years. With the explosively growing traffic of diverse ser⁃
vices and the demand of quick network deployment with cost⁃
efficiency, virtualization technology has been introduced into
communication networks. However, there are still many chal⁃
lenges in the virtualization of CC ⁃ RANs before its wide and
successful rollout.
6.1 Virtualization Levels for CC⁃RANs
Resource sharing has been fully discussed at the spectrum
level, infrastructure level, and network level in H ⁃ CRANs in
[28]. In [101], slicing could be done at different levels, from ap⁃
plication and flow slicing to hardware and spectrum slicing.
Different levels mean different benefits and challenges. Simi⁃
larly, the virtualization levels represent different sharing and
abstraction degrees, which influences the resource granularity
and the system flexibility and complexity. In real deployments,
it is necessary to decide up to which level virtualization should
be applied to achieve an efficient virtualization solution. In CC⁃
RAN virtualization environment, virtualization levels mean dif⁃
ferent protocol stack design. How to determine the virtualiza⁃
tion levels and describe them are worth of further investigation.
6.2 Signaling Design for CC⁃RAN Virtualization
The process of virtualization maps multiple virtual networks
to the same physical network with the logically centralized con⁃
trol function. The controller or hypervisor takes responsibility
of the signaling generation and forwarding [72]. In addition, in
each virtual network (or a slice), some more elaborate control
signalings directly satisfy users’service requirements. Consid⁃
ering the differences among virtual networks, the differentiated
signaling design or unified signaling set design should be ana⁃
lyzed. The unified design is easily generated, processed, and
upgraded, while the differentiated design is more streamlined.
The present common sense is that proper control signaling de⁃
sign needs considering delays and reliability and should be ex⁃

plored in a careful manner to enable the connectivity among
different parties involved in CC⁃RAN virtualization [49].
6.3 Performance Analysis for CC⁃RAN Virtualization
With virtualization technology applied in wireless networks,
the software ⁃ defined and functional modular design increases
the difficulty in measuring the performances because of the
flexibility and other constraints. As shown in [111], the initial
virtualized network function (VNF)/VNF components (VNFCs)
deployment strategy needs to satisfy the intra ⁃ functional con⁃
strains between multiple VNFCs as well as administrative con⁃
straints; the VNFC embodies a subset of network functions at⁃
tributed to the respective VNF. The cost of the deployment is
calculated in terms of the DC infrastructure resources, such as
computation and networking. On the other hand, the radio re⁃
source abstraction and slicing need to be carefully consider⁃
ation, especially for the virtualization in CC ⁃ RANs, which in⁃
volves the radio resource sharing and the protocol design. What
’s more, virtualization for cloud computing brings in special
challenges for cloud service performance [112], and the state
of the art of cloud service performance evaluation has been pre⁃
sented from the system modeling perspective in [112]. The per⁃
formance metrics will be more diversified, and the traditional
system models and algorithms may be ineffective. Therefore,
performance analysis urgently needs to be well dealt with not
only for confirming the performance metrics, but also for the
system models and algorithms according to different design
and optimization problems.
6.4 Network Security for Virtualized CC⁃RANs
Due to the virtualization technology applying to CC ⁃ RANs,
the extended radio spectrum sharing and infrastructure virtual⁃
ization will let CC ⁃ RANs more flexible and open, which may
be easily attacked. At the same time, a large number of intelli⁃
gent IoT devices/nodes, even including malicious pseudo base⁃
stations, may access networks with well self ⁃ adaption/context
awareness capacities, which will bring lots of potential threats
to network security. These threats may not only harm the ser⁃
vice and information security of some users, but also restrict
the entire network capacity. What's more, the encryption often
needs considerable computational resources and communica⁃
tion overheads [42]. In these contexts, traditional authentica⁃
tion, authorization, and even accounting strategies may need to
be redesigned to satisfy diverse radio accesses and dynamic
virtualized CC⁃RAN reconstruction.

7 Conclusions

This paper simply surveyed the state ⁃ of ⁃ the ⁃ art virtualiza⁃
tion technology in CC⁃RANs, mainly concentrating on C⁃RAN,
H⁃CRAN and F⁃RAN. The background of network virtualiza⁃
tion, virtualization architecture in different CC⁃RANs, virtual⁃
ization key enabling technologies, and open issues were pre⁃
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sented. Since wireless network virtualization has attracted
much attention, the benefits of virtualization, the diverse radio
access demands and cost⁃efficient requirements render the in⁃
troduction of virtualization technology into CC ⁃ RANs as an
overwhelming trend. Meanwhile, the key enabling technologies
for CC⁃RAN virtualization are summarized as virtual resource
allocation, RAN slicing, mobility management, and social ⁃
awareness for satisfying the requirements of isolation, custom⁃
ization and high radio resource utilization. However, given the
relative infancy of the CC⁃RAN virtualization, there are quite a
number of outstanding problems that needs further investiga⁃
tion from the perspective of promising key technologies and ad⁃
vanced solutions. At last, considering the deployment of virtu⁃
alized CC⁃RANs, we mainly discussed the virtualization levels,
signaling design, performance analysis, and network security
as the challenges and open issues. Besides, the advanced isola⁃
tion technologies among multiple virtual CC ⁃ RANs networks,
the network intelligence of CC ⁃ RAN virtualization, as well as
the practical deployment schemes are also urgent to be dis⁃
cussed and further investigated.
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